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The City Smells of Decay
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ABSTRACT
The re-conquering of the imaginary within assemblages of practice involves time spent in the
physical, and the rise of new conditions from the full body. We are temporary rural spaces in
the city, but temporal rural spaces in the city are less ephemeral than they appear. In fact, this
temporality embodies a rural quality, which is that of staying power—rooted in time and space.
We are the site. The rural is to be defined by communal social relations and as a place absent
of dominant control, where the logic moves in a direction opposite of capital growth and the
urban simulacra.
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The city1 smells2 of decay3.4
1 The city
i is based on irrationality and speculation. It is a productii that
is packaged and given to us. A product deprived of originiii. Deprived of
senses, and deprived of contentiv. The rural is given a role by the urban, a
rolev that it is set to play. This rural playsvi a part within the product.
This part is not seenvii as a problem, because the process of othering never
seems to be a problem. Another othering is gainedviii and given to us. The
waysix of the product that we see remain generative. Yet what we getx is
degenerative.
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1 The city
i is based on irrationality and speculation. It is a productii that
is packaged and given to us. A product deprived of originiii. Deprived of
senses, and deprived of contentiv. The rural is given a role by the urban, a
rolev that it is set to play. This rural playsvi a part within the product.
This part is not seenvii as a problem, because the process of othering never
seems to be a problem. Another othering is gainedviii and given to us. The
waysix of the product that we see remain generative. Yet what we getx is
degenerative.
2 The city's degenerative procession smells . Void
i
ii of content, the play is
neither a logical set of operations nor a full sequence. Rurality entersiii to
serve capitalism and maintain its perversion. Without question of sequence or
logic, we operate in relationiv to the process. Beneath the obvious and into
the void is a senseiii, and a part of the product we do not see. Deprived by
the ways that govern and control their accessiv, new senses emerge. Pointing a
differentvii way, towards a different entrance. In reaction to fragmentsviii.
Why do we respondix to what we do? And, howx?
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The city's degenerative procession smellsi. Voidii of content, the play is
neither a logical set of operations nor a full sequence. Rurality entersiii to
serve capitalism and maintain its perversion. Without question of sequence or
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Why do we respondix to what we do? And, howx?
2

3 In the collapse and decay
i of the urban simulacra lies an immediate
challenge to its logic. Our relationship to the void is changed in the
collapseii. In the exchange of roles emerge a practice where the rural
staysiii. The rural takes hold long enough to change our relationship to the
shatteringiv. Brought to the surfacev. Alive in opposition to the power
erosionvi. In the absencevii of the rural and the denial of the rural decline
we are left with an undeniably present rural body. To play the part, we are
left with two options: to feed on those forms whose finalities have
disappearedviii, or not (L.LARBUDIDAR). No more ideology, only simulacraix
(L.LARBUDIDAR). A new imaginary enters to play the story we are givenx.
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Processi. Voidii. Soiliii. Ruraliv. Abandonv. Landvi. Contradictionvii.
Erosionviii. Spaceix. Distancex. Cracksxi. Homexii. Deathxiii. Representationxiv.
Surfacexv. Possessionxvi. Dispossessionxvii. Bodyxviii. Relationxix. Passivexx.
Activexxi. Convergexxii. Nothingxxiii. Completexxiv.
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